Abstract. A family of weak Galerkin finite element discretization is developed for solving the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation. The equation in consideration admits the Beaver-Joseph-Saffman condition on the interface. By using the weak Galerkin approach, in the discrete space we are able to impose the normal continuity of velocity explicitly. Or in other words, strong coupling is achieved in the discrete space. Different choices of weak Galerkin finite element spaces are discussed, and error estimates are given.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to propose and analyze a weak Galerkin finite element discretization for the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation. The coupled Darcy-Stokes problem has many applications. Readers may refer to the nice overview [12] and references therein for its physical background, modeling, and common numerical methods. To solve the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation numerically, one must address two important issues: how to approximate the Darcy-Stokes interface conditions and how to couple the discretization on both the Darcy side and the Stokes side. Below we shall briefly state how these two issues will be addressed in the proposed weak Galerkin method.
In this paper, we consider the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman (BJS) interface condition [38, 21, 22, 23, 34] , which is easier to handle than the original Beavers-Joseph interface condition [2] , as the BJS condition will generate a coercive bilinear form in the variational formulation. The BJS interface condition works well when the flow in the porous region is small comparing to the Stokes flow, around the interface.
In the Darcy region, one can use either the primal formulation, which only involves the pressure, or the mixed formulation, which involves both the flux and the pressure, to model the problem. Here we choose the mixed formulation, which has been studied in [1, 3, 11, 15, 16, 17, 24, 25, 26, 29, 36, 37] . In [26] , rigorous analysis of the mixed formulation and its weak existence have been presented. According to whether the normal continuity of the velocity is explicitly enforced on the interface or not, two different formulations are proposed in [26] : a strongly coupled formulation and a weakly coupled formulation. Various numerical discretizations have been developed for these two mixed formulations: the work in [16, 17, 26] are based on the weakly coupled formulation, while the work in [1, 11, 25, 24, 36, 37] are based on the strongly coupled formulation. We will adopt the strongly coupled formulation in this paper, which imposes the normal continuity of the velocity strongly in the functional space. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that a different treatment of the interface condition in the variational formulation is to use the idea of mortar elements, which gives a "strong" but not pointwise coupling [3, 15, 29] .
For the discretization of both the Darcy side and the Stokes side, we use the weak Galerkin finite element. The weak Galerkin method was recently introduced in [39] for second order elliptic equations. It is an extension of the standard Galerkin finite element method where classical derivatives were substituted by weakly defined derivatives on functions with discontinuity. Optimal order of a priori error estimates has been observed and established for various weak Galerkin discretization schemes for second order elliptic equations [39, 40, 31] . Numerical implementations of weak Galerkin were discussed in [33, 31] for some model problems. Although the method is still very new, it has already demonstrated many nice properties in various cases [39, 30, 40, 31] . One important advantage of the weak Galerkin method is that, with stabilization, it can be constructed on polytopal meshes, i.e., meshes consisting of arbitrary polygons/polyhedra satisfying certain shape-regularity conditions.
The weak Galerkin method for the mixed formulation of Darcy flow and the weak Galerkin method for the Stokes flow have been individually studied in [40] and [41] . It seems that one only needs to combine these two discretizations together, in order to derive a discretization for the coupled problem. However, it turns out that the discretization for the coupled Darcy-Stokes equations is not that simple. First, due to the interface condition, the formulation of the Stokes side for the coupled DarcyStokes equation involves the symmetric full stress tensor, and hence is different from the formulation used in [41] . Consequently, one needs to use the Korn's inequality and the discrete Korn's inequality in the analysis, which is one of the difficulties to be solved in this paper. Because of this, some discrete spaces we will use for the Stokes side are also different from the family proposed in [41] . Second, since we need to prove the discrete inf-sup condition on the entire computational domain, the discrete spaces we choose for the Darcy side are completely different from the family proposed in [40] . Finally, we mention that, in order to impose the interface condition strongly, there must be certain constraints on choosing the Darcy and Stokes side discretizations. For the weak Galerkin method, this can be solved by using the same discrete space on edges for both the Darcy and Stokes side.
Another important issue in discretizing the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation is whether one can use a unified discretization for both the Darcy and Stokes sides, which can greatly simplify the numerical simulation. Previous work on unified discretizations include conforming finite element methods [1] , non-conforming finite element methods [25] , discontinuous Galerkin methods [36, 37] , and H(div) conforming discontinuous Galerkin methods [24] . In this paper, we study several different families of weak Galerkin discretizations in one single framework for the coupled Darcy-Stokes equations, in which the choice of different discretization spaces are controlled by a few parameters denoting the degree of polynomials. Some of these choices will yield unified discretization for both the Darcy-Stokes side.
We would also like to mention a few other works on the coupled Darcy-Stokes equations. The coupled system with the more general interface condition, the Beavers-Joseph condition, has been studied in [6, 7, 8] . Domain decomposition solvers have been studied by different research groups in [6, 10, 13] . Also, a twogrid solver has been studied in [35] .
For simplicity, we only consider the two dimensional coupled Darcy-Stokes equation. It is not hard to extend the analysis into three dimensions. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the introduction of the model problem and some notations. In Section 3, we present the weak Galerkin discretization for the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation and prove the existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution. Also in this section, some technique tools are presented, which will be used in the error analysis. In Section 4, error estimates for the weak Galerkin solution are given. And finally, in Section 5, numerical results are reported.
Model problem and notation
We follow the same notation system and model problem set-up as in [11] . For reader's convenience, the details are presented below.
Consider the flow in a domain Ω ∈ R 2 consisting of a Stokes sub-region Ω S and a porous sub-region Ω D . Denote by u the velocity and p the pressure. On the Stokes side, the symmetric strain and stress tensors are defined, respectively, by
and T(u, p) = 2νD(u) − pI, where the given constant ν > 0 is the fluid viscosity and I is the identity matrix. On the Darcy side, denote by K the symmetric positive definite permeability tensor. Moreover, we assume that K is smooth and uniformly bounded above in Ω D .
Next we state the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation in Ω. The flow in the Stokes region is governed by the time-independent Stokes equation, while the flow in the porous region is governed by the Darcy equation, i.e., (2.1)
where f and g are given vector-valued and scalar-valued functions, respectively, in Ω. Such a coupled system has been studied by many researchers.
To complete the problem, interface conditions and boundary conditions need to be imposed. Denote by Γ SD = (∂Ω D ) ∩ (∂Ω S ) the interface between the Stokes and Darcy regions, and Γ S = ∂Ω S \Γ SD , Γ D = ∂Ω D \Γ SD the outer boundary, as shown in Figure 1 . Following the convention, we denote by (n, t) the unit outward normal vector and the unit tangential vector that form a right-hand coordinate system on the boundary of a given domain. On the interface Γ SD , a set of unit normal and unit tangential vectors, (n,t), is specified such thatn points from Ω S into Ω D , as illustrated in Figure 1 . 
ΓSD
When necessary, we put S and D in the subscript of u and p to distinguish between the Stokes and the Darcy variables, for example, u S = u| ΩS and p D = p| ΩD . With the aid of these notations, now we are able to state the boundary and interface conditions. For simplicity, consider the Dirichlet boundary condition on the Stokes side and the Neumann boundary condition on the Darcy side:
In order to guarantee the uniqueness of the velocity, we assume that Γ S = ∅. When using the mixed finite element method to discretize system (2.1), both boundary conditions in (2.2) are essential, and thus are easier to handle in the rest of the paper. We point out that our analysis can be easily extended to natural boundary conditions, i.e., Neumann boundary condition on the Stokes side and Dirichlet boundary condition on the Darcy side, as well as other possible type of boundary conditions. The interface conditions are defined on Γ SD and consist of three parts [2, 38] :
where (2.5) is the famous Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition, in which µ > 0 is an experimentally determined coefficient. We assume that µ is smooth and uniformly bounded both above and away from zero. Conditions (2.4) and (2.5) can be combined into one:
By the divergence theorem, the homogeneous boundary condition (2.2) requires that g satisfies a compatibility condition Ω g dx = 0. It is also obvious that the pressure p is unique only up to a constant. Hence we conveniently assume that
Throughout this paper, we consider the the mixed formulation of problem (2.1), which has been studied in details in [18, 26] . Given a polygon K, denote by H s (K) the usual Sobolev space equipped with the norm · s,K . For s = 0, H 0 (K) coincides with the square integrable space L 2 (K) and we simply denote the L 2 norm on K by · K . Denote by (·, ·) K and < ·, · > K the L 2 inner-product and the duality form, respectively, in K. When K = Ω, we suppress the subscript K in the norm and the inner-product, for example, · s = · s,Ω , · = · Ω , and (·, ·) = (·, ·) Ω . Finally, all the above-defined notations can be easily extended to vector and tensor spaces, using the usual tensor products.
Define the H(div, K) space and its norm, respectively, by
The trace of functions in H(div, K) is a subtle issue and has been discussed in many classical works [19, 28] . Let Γ ⊂ ∂K. We start from defining [19, 28] for more details. For any function v ∈ H(div, K), by the trace theorem one has v · n| ∂K ∈ H −1/2 (∂K). However, v · n may not be well-defined on a subset of ∂K. One needs to use the dual space of H 1/2 00 in order to obtain a rigorous definition of the trace. Define
Now we are able to introduce the mixed variational formulation for system (2.1)-(2.5). To this end, we start from defining the spaces for the velocity and the pressure, respectively, by
It is not hard to see that V and Ψ, equipped with the norms ( v
and q respectively, are both Hilbert spaces. An important property of V is that, all functions in V explicitly satisfy the interface condition (2.3), according to the properties [5] of
where
The mixed variational formulation of the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation can be written as:
for all q ∈ Ψ.
In [26] , Layton, Schieweck and Yotov has proved the equivalence between (2.7) and (2.1)-(2.5), as well as the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.7).
Weak Galerkin discretization
In this section, we discuss the weak Galerkin discretization for the coupled DarcyStokes problem (2.1)-(2.5). For simplicity of notation, throughout the paper, we use " " to denote "less than or equal to up to a general constant independent of the mesh size or functions appearing in the inequality". But " " may depend on ν, K, µ, Ω or Γ SD .
Let T h be a polygonal mesh defined on Ω satisfying the shape regularity conditions proposed in [32, 40] , in order to guarantee the existence of the usual trace inequality, inverse inequality, and the approximability of polynomials on polygons. We require that T h be aligned with Γ SD . For each polygon K ∈ T h , denote by K 0 and ∂K the interior and the boundary of K, respectively. Also, denote by h K the diameter of the element K, and set h = max K∈T h h K . Denote by T Denote by E h the set of all edges in T h . For each edge e ∈ E h , denote by h e its length. Let E SD h be the set of all edges in T h ∩ Γ SD , and let
, respectively. We also denote E S 0,h and E D 0,h to be the set of edges interior to Ω S and Ω D , respectively.
Let j be a non-negative integer. On each K ∈ T h , denote by P j (K 0 ) or P j (K) the set of polynomials with degree less than or equal to j. Likewise, on each e ∈ E h , P j (e) is the set of polynomials of degree no more than j. Following [40, 41] , we define the weak Galerkin spaces:
where α S , α D and β are non-negative integers, n e is a prescribed normal direction for edge e ∈ E D h , and
where γ S and γ D are non-negative integers. Moreover, assume that (3.1)
Later we shall discuss more about the choice of parameters α S , α D , β, γ S , and γ D . But let use first give two examples that satisfy (3.1), both providing unified discretizations for both the Darcy and Stokes sides:
Remark 3.1. Condition (3.1) is derived from certain constraints on constructing weak Galerkin spaces, which will become clear after defining the weak gradient, the weak divergence and the well-posedness of the discrete system. Indeed, a minimum set of conditions on the parameters looks like
which is more general than Condition (3.1). However, when performing the error analysis we realized that, by enforcing α D = β, the theoretical error estimate in terms of γ D is one order higher than in the case of α D > β. Hence in this paper we shall focus on the case α D = β. Note that Condition (3.2) combined with α D = β gives exactly Condition (3.1).
Note that for both the Stokes side and the Darcy side, we deliberately set v b to have the same polynomial degree, which ensures seamless transition on the DarcyStokes interface. The spaces defined above are different from the spaces introduced in [40, 41] , which are designed for the Darcy flow and for the Stokes equations individually. This is because we have found, while working on the theoretical analysis, that the spaces in [40, 41] may not be suitable for discretizing the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation. Therefore, we have to construct a new set of spaces V h and Ψ h .
Next, we define the weak gradient and the weak divergence on V h . Both of them are defined element-wisely. For each K ∈ T h and v = {v 0 , v b }, define the weak gradient
2×2 and weak divergence ∇ w · v ∈ P β (K), respectively, by
Note that the weak gradient is only needed on K ∈ T S h , while the weak divergence is needed on both K ∈ T 
2 on this edge. In both cases, v b · n ∈ P β (e) and thus the definition of the weak divergence in (3.4) is consistent on all K ∈ T h . Denote
2 or P β (e)n, depending on whether e is on the Stokes side or the Darcy side. On the Stokes side including the interface, Q b operates on both components of the velocity, while on the Darcy side, it only operates on the normal components of the velocity. On the interface Γ SD , the normal component of the velocity is continuous and thus Q b transits naturally between the Darcy and the Stokes subdomains. Combining these local projections together, we can define an
in which ρ S and ρ D are positive constants. One can view ρ S and ρ D as stabilization parameters, but the good news is that the weak Galerkin method does not depend on these parameters as the discontinuous Galerkin method does. One can simply set ρ S = ρ D = 1.
The weak Galerkin formulation for the Darcy-Stokes flow can now be written as: find u ∈ V h and p ∈ Ψ h such that
We shall analyze the well-posedness and approximation properties of the weak Galerkin discretization (3.5).
Remark 3.2. The bilinear form a h (u, v) contains a stabilization part, and for convenience, we denote it by
3.1. Discrete norm. Define a discrete norm on V h by
.
It is obvious that
. The discrete norm on Ψ h inherits the norm on Ψ, which is just the L 2 norm. Denote ||| · ||| = · V h ×Ψ h . We shall prove that · V h is a well-defined norm for certain choices of parameters α S , α D , β, γ S and γ D . To this end, we only need to show that
By examining these equations and depending on whether α S = β or α S = β + 1, we have the following results. 
which, combined with (3.3), implies that
where the last step follows from (3.6). Hence we have
show that v 0 is continuous on the entire Ω S , then by the definition of RM it is not hard to see that v 0 | ΩS ∈ RM . Now, since α S = β, by (3.6) we known that v 0 must be continuous in the entire Ω S . Therefore v 0 | ΩS ∈ RM . Note that v b vanishes on ∂Ω S , again by (3.6), v 0 must also vanish on ∂Ω S , which implies that
This completes the proof of the lemma. For α S = β + 1, the situation is more complicated. Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, for α S = β + 1 we can still prove that
h . Now, Q b on the Stokes side is no longer an identity operator, and hence Equation (3.6) only implies that Q b v 0 is continuous across the edges in Ω S , while v 0 is not necessarily continuous. We need to consider two cases separately, the case β ≥ 1 and the case β = 0.
For β ≥ 1 and Finally, we consider the case of α S = β + 1 and β = 0. When β = 0, Equation (3.6) implies that v 0 is continuous only at the center of internal edges in T S h . On boundary edges e ∈ E h ∩ ∂Ω S , the value of v 0 at the center is equal to the value of v b , which is 0. If T S h is a triangular mesh, clearly v 0 can be viewed as in the space of the lowest order Crouzeix-Raviart non-conforming finite element defined on the triangular mesh T S h with zero boundary condition. In this case, Falk [14] has shown, using dimension counting, that v 0 ∈ RM on all K ∈ T S h is not enough to guarantee v 0 ≡ 0. This is just the famous result that the lowest order Crouzeix-Raviart nonconforming finite element does not satisfy the discrete Korn's inequality.
However, the situation can be different when the mesh contains general polygons. To analyze this, we first introduce a few tools. Clearly, a simple example of colorable mesh is the rectangular grid. We know that v 0 vanishes at the center of each e ∈ E h ∩ ∂Ω S . Thus, the property stated in Lemma 3.3 can propagate to all white polygons generated by Algorithm 3.1. This leads to the following conclusion:
Remark 3.3. In the rest of this paper, when β = 0 and α S = 1, we always assume that the mesh is colorable. In other words, · V h is always well-defined in this paper.
Existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution.
Given that · V h is a well-defined norm in V h , we can easily derive the existence and uniqueness of the solution to System (3.5).
Theorem 3.2. System (3.5) admits a unique solution.
Proof For discrete problems, uniqueness implies existence of the solution. Therefore we only need to prove that when f ≡ 0 and q ≡ 0, the solution to (3.5) is exactly zero. By setting v = u and q = p and subtracting the two equations in (3.5), one has 0 = a h (u, u) = u 2 V h , which clearly implies u ≡ 0. Next, by using 0 = b h (v, p) = −(∇ w · v, p) for all v ∈ V h , we will show that p ≡ 0 on the entire Ω. Since γ S ≤ β and γ D ≤ β, by (3.4) we have for all v ∈ V h
By setting v b = 0 on all edges and let v 0 vanish on all except for one polygon in T h , one gets (v 0 , ∇p) K = 0 for all v ∈ V h and K ∈ T h . Note that for polygons lying on either the Darcy side or the Stokes side, according to the definition of V h and Ψ h , the space of ∇p is always contained in the space of v 0 . Thus we conclude that ∇p| K = 0 for all K ∈ T h , which implies that p is piecewise constant.
Next, let v 0 ≡ 0 in Equation (3.9), we have for all v b
where [p] denotes the jump of p on edge e. On boundary edges, [p] is just defined to be the one-sided value of p. Note that the summation in (3.10) does not need to be distinguished on the Darcy or the Stokes side, because v b · n for both the Darcy side and the Stokes side belongs to the same discrete space. Combining Equation (3.10) with the fact that p is piecewise constant, we conclude that p must be a constant on the entire Ω. And since p ∈ L 2 0 (Ω), thus p ≡ 0. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3.3.
A few technique tools. In this subsection we introduce a few technique tools that will be used in the error analysis of the weak Galerkin approximation. First, for any K ∈ T h and e being an edge of K, the following trace inequality is known [32, 40] (3.11) φ
Unlike the usual trace inequalities, the inequality (3.11) is prove on polytopal meshes satisfying certain shape regularity conditions [32, 40] . For such meshes, the inverse inequality and the approximation property of L 2 projections onto polynomial spaces have also been proved [32, 40] . These inequalities have the same form as their counterparts on triangular and rectangular meshes. In the rest of this paper, we will use them directly, without special mentioning.
On each K ∈ T h , denote by Π h and π h the L 2 projections onto [P β (K)] 2×2 and P β (K), respectively. And on the entire Ω, we use the same notations, Π h and π h , to denote the combination of all local projections. Then one has Lemma 3.4. The projection operators satisfy
Proof By (3.1), (3.3), the definitions of Q h and Π h , clearly for all τ ∈ [P β (K)]
2×2
and K ∈ T h ,
Similarly, for all q ∈ P β (K) and
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Next we prove the discrete inf-sup condition:
Proof It is well known that for all q ∈ Ψ h ⊂ L 
Now, we only need to prove that
Note that
We will check the terms in the above equation one-by-one. First, by Lemma 3.4,
and obviously K −1/2 Q 0 w ΩD w ΩD . Next, by using the properties of Q h and the inequality (3.11), we have for
By using Lemma 3.4, we have
Finally, using the trace inequality,
Combining all the above, we have v V h w 1 , which completes the proof of the lemma.
By using Lemma 3.4, we can also prove the following result: Lemma 3.6. The solution u and p to problem (2.1) satisfies
for all v ∈ V h , where the linear functionals l S (·), l D (·), l div (·), and l I (·) are defined by
Proof Testing problem (2.1) with v = {v 0 , v b } ∈ V h and using integration by parts, one gets (3.12)
where in the last step we have used v b = 0 on ∂Ω, the interface condition (2.6), and the continuity of T(u, p)n and p across the edges in E S 0,h and E D 0,h , respectively. More specifically, that is
where [·] denotes the jump, which is a notation borrowed from the discontinuous Galerkin literature. Now let us compute a h (Q h u, v) + b h (v, Q h p), where u, p are the solutions to (2.1) and v ∈ V h . Since D w (Q h u) = Π h D(u) is symmetric and by using the properties of Q h , we have (3.13)
Note that by condition (3.1) and the properties of L 2 projections, (3.14)
and (3.15)
Substituting (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.13), and then using (3.12), this completes the proof of the lemma.
Finally, we have Lemma 3.7. The solution u to problem (2.1) satisfies
Proof By Lemma 3.4 and inequality (3.1), we have
Error analysis
In this section we derive an error estimation of the weak Galerkin approximation (3.5). Let u, p be the solution to problem (2.1), and u h = {u 0 , u b }, p h be the solution to the weak Galerkin formulation (3.5). Define the error by
Then by Equation (3.5), Lemma 3.6 and 3.7, we clearly have
We shall first derive an upper bound for the right-hand side of (4.1). To this end, we start from getting an upper bound of
, for
We would like to derive the same bound for α S = β + 1, which turns out to be much more complicated and requires a discrete Korn's inequality. The proof of the following lemma is too long and hence is postponed to Appendix A. 
For the case β = 0 and α S = 1, the discrete Korn's inequality fails and we do not know if the same result as in lemmas (4.1) and (4.2) holds or not.
Using lemmas (4.1) and (4.2), we have Lemma 4.3. Let u, p be the solution to problem (2.1) and v ∈ V h , then we have
Proof By the definition of s(·, ·), the property of Q b , the Schwartz inequality, inequality (3.11) , and the approximation property of Q 0 , we have
Next, by using the property of L 2 projection and lemmas 4.1-4.2, we have
where 0 ≤ r β ≤ β. The estimate for l D (v) follows directly from the approximation property of Q 0 . Similarly
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof By setting v = e u and q = e p in (4.1) and then subtract these two equations, we have
Applying Lemma 4.3, this completes the proof for e u V h .
To estimate e p , note that from (4.1), we have
Then by the discrete inf-sup condition stated in Lemma 3.5, this completes the proof for e p .
Remark 4.1. Using the condition (3.1), one can see that, assuming the solution to (2.1) be as smooth as possible, we expect to have
Therefore, the best choice seems to be setting α S = α D = β = j and γ S = γ D = j − 1, for j ≥ 1.
Numerical results
In this section we report some numerical results from solving the following test problem. Let Ω S = (0, π) × (0, 1), Ω D = (0, π) × (−1, 0) and the interface be Γ SD = {0 < x < π, y = 0}. Set the coefficients to be
Under the given domain and coefficients, the following set of functions is known [9] to satisfy the coupled Darcy-Stokes equation (2.1) with the interface conditions (2.3)-(2.5):
Use this set of functions, one can compute the force functions f and g, as well as the boundary conditions u S | ΓS and u D · n| ΓD . This gives a complete set of data for the coupled Darcy-Stokes problem (2.1)-(2.5), with the exact solution known. Of course, we need to subtract p by Ω p dx in order to make it mean value free. We test the weak Galerkin approximation (3.5) for this test problem with the following settings. Both the Stokes and the Darcy side are divided into n × n grids, which combined together forms a (2n) × n rectangular mesh. The weak Galerkin space is chosen so that
According to the analysis given in this paper, the discrete system (3.5) is well-posed and we expect it to provide an approximation error of at least
The error terms in the theoretical analysis are defined as e u = Q h u − u h and e p = Qp−p h . In practice, for simplicity, we made some modification. Define by I h u an interpolation of u in V h such that: its value on an edge is the usual P 1 nodal value interpolation using two end points of the edge; and its value on a rectangle is the P 1 nodal value interpolation using three vertices of the rectangle, the lowerleft corner, the lower-right corner, and the upper-left corner. Define by J h p an interpolation of p in Ψ h such that its value in each rectangle is a constant equal to the value of p at the center of this rectangle. Then, we consider the following modified error termsê
By the approximation property of projections and interpolations, we expect that ê u V h + ê p has the same order as e u V h + e p . We computed the following norms and seminorms of the error: on the Stokes side are ∇ wêu ΩS , (ê u ) 0 ΩS , and ê p ΩS ; on the Darcy side are (ê u ) 0 ΩD and ê p ΩD . According to the theoretical error estimate, we expect at least
We did not have theoretical error estimate for (ê u ) 0 ΩS , although by experience from using the duality argument, we expect that the optimal case for this term is
In the numerical experiment, we picked the stabilization constants ρ S = ρ D = ρ to be 0.01, 1 and 100. Numerical results are reported in the tables 1-3 and Figure  2 .
In Figure 2 , we conveniently denote the norms ∇ wêu ΩS , (ê u ) 0 ΩS , ê p ΩS , (ê u ) 0 ΩD , ê p ΩD by H1 u S , L2 u S , L2 p S , L2 u D , and L2 p D . For ρ = 1 and ρ = 100, the asymptotic behavior of the errors are clearly seen from Figure 2 , as the curves are almost straight lines. For ρ = 0.01, it seems that the asymptotic behavior deteriorates when h is large. But as h becomes smaller, the convergence rates get better. However, we notice that for all three values of ρ, the orders of (ê u ) 0 ΩS are approximately equal to or higher than O(h 2 ), while the order of other errors are approximately equal to or higher than O(h), which are guaranteed by the theoretical analysis. One important and interesting question is how to pick Table 2 . Error for ρ = 1. Order O(h r ) computed from n = 8 to n = 128. Table 3 . Error for ρ = 100. Order O(h r ) computed from n = 8 to n = 128. the best parameter ρ. One may use the techniques proposed in [27] . It is beyond the scope of this paper, but suitable for a future research topic.
From the results of ρ = 1 and ρ = 100, it seems that the both ê p ΩS and ê p ΩD also achieves O(h 2 ) convergence. This might be caused by super-convergence on uniform rectangular meshes. We will not explore the super-convergence effect here. The super-convergence of a primal based formulation for the Darcy-Stokes equation has been discussed in [9] . By using the triangle inequality, Equation (3.11), the inverse inequality, the property of Q b and Q 0 , for all v ∈ V h we have It turns out to be easier to first apply a discrete Korn's inequality to ∇v 0 instead of trying to bound it using ∇ w v. By [4] , when all K ∈ T where RM is the space of rigid body motions, π e is the L 2 projection onto (P 1 (e)) 
Now the difficulty is to bound K∈T
The lemma then follows from the Schwarz inequality, Inequality (3.11) and the inverse inequality.
The estimate of the second and the third term in the right-hand side of (A.1) requires β ≥ 1. Indeed, when β ≥ 1, since RM ⊂ (P β ) 2 
